
2021 RED RAIDER
PERIMETER SHOOTING PROGRAM

[SHOOTING PROGRAM 200 MADE SHOTS]

Players will have a specific amount of time for each shooting segment.  If you do not make the specified number of  shots in 
that amount of time that is given it does not count and you must repeat it until you make it within the allotted time.  In 
addition, when possible, work with a partner who can be a passer/defender and rebounder. 

1. Shooting Form 25/50/75/100 - 5 Makes of Each
       *Players need to focus on having perfect form on each and every shot.

2. Quick Release Series-1 Bounce/2 Bounce/No Bounce-5 Makes of Each

3. Mid-Range (10-18 Ft.)  Jump Shots - Catch and Shoot - No Dribble 
*Have a partner pass you the ball or toss it out and alternate squaring up going 
  right and left at game speed and with game intensity.

Right Wing - 5 Makes [30 Seconds] 
Left Wing - 5 Makes [30 Seconds] + 5 Made FT’s

4. Mid-Range (10-18 Ft.)  Jump Shots - Shot Fake 1-2 Dribbles
*Have a partner pass you the ball or toss it out and alternate squaring up going
  right and left at game speed with game intensity.

                            Right Wing - 5 Makes [30 Seconds]
              Left Wing - 5 Makes [30 Seconds] + 5 Made FT’s

5. Step-Back Jump Shots (Vary the Distance-2 Point and 3 Point Shots)
*Have a partner pass you the ball or toss it out and alternate going to your  
  right and left working on step-back jump shots.
      Right Wing - 5 Makes [30 Seconds] 
      Left Wing - 5 Makes [30 Seconds] + 5 Made FT’s

6. Ball Screen Jump Shots - Use a chair or cone to simulate a ball screen
*Have a partner pass you the ball or toss it out and alternate going to your
  right and left by starting at the 3 Pt. Line and then turning the corner with 2-3
  dribbles and do a pull-up mid-range jump shot at game speed and with game
  intensity. 

Right Wing -2-3 dribbles - 5 Makes [30 Seconds] 
Left Wing -2-3 dribbles - 5 Makes [30 Seconds] + 5 Made FT’s

7.    3 Point Shots - Catch and Shoot - No Dribble
*Have a partner pass you the ball or toss it out and alternate squaring up going
  right and left at game speed and with game intensity.

                             Right Wing - 10 Makes no dribble [1 1/2 Minutes] + 5 Made FT’s
Left Wing - 10 Makes no dribble [1 1/2 Minutes] + 5 Made FT’s
Right Corner - 10 Makes no dribble [1 1/2 Minutes] + 5 Made FT’s
Left Corner - 10 Makes no dribble [1 1/2 Minutes] + 5 Made FT’s
Right Slot - 10 Makes no dribble [1 1/2 Minutes] + 5 Made FT’s
Left Slot - 10 Makes no dribble [1 1/2 Minutes] +5 Made FT's

              8.    Shooting Finisher-"5 IN A ROW"
                       *You must pick out (2) of the areas listed above that are most closely aligned to 
                         where you will get the majority of your game shots next year based on the position
                         you will play. Then you must make "5 IN A ROW" at those (2) areas and make
                         "5 FREE THROWS IN A ROW" to finish for the day. 

*YOU MAY DO THE PROGRAM MORE THAN ONCE A DAY.  PLEASE REMEMBER TO KEEP TRACK OF YOUR
  MADE SHOTS AND POST THEM TO BAND EACH DAY WHEN YOU FINISH YOUR PROGRAM.
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